Global change and conservation triage on National Wildlife Refuges
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ABSTRACT. National Wildlife Refuges (NWRs) in the United States play an important role in the adaptation of social-ecological systems to climate change, land-use change, and other global-change processes. Coastal refuges are already experiencing threats from sea-level rise and other change processes that are largely beyond their ability to influence, while at the same time facing tighter budgets and reduced staff. We engaged in workshops with NWR managers along the U.S. Atlantic coast to understand the problems they face from global-change processes and began a multidisciplinary collaboration to use decision science to help address them. We are applying a values-focused approach to base management decisions on the resource objectives of land managers, as well as those of stakeholders who may benefit from the services produced by a refuge. Two insights that emerged from our workshops were a conspicuous mismatch between the scale at which management can influence outcomes and the scale of environmental processes, and the need to consider objectives related to ecosystem goods and services that traditionally have not been explicitly considered by refuges (e.g., protection from storm surge). The broadening of objectives complicates the decision-making process, but also provides opportunities for collaboration with stakeholders who may have agendas different from those of the refuge, as well as an opportunity for addressing problems across scales. From a practical perspective, we recognized the need to (1) efficiently allocate limited staff time and budgets for short-term management of existing programs and resources under the current refuge design and (2) develop long-term priorities for acquiring or protecting new land/habitat to supplement or replace the existing refuge footprint and thus sustain refuge values as the system evolves over time. Structuring the decision-making problem in this manner facilitated a better understanding of the issues of scale and suggested that a long-term solution will require a significant reassessment of objectives to better reflect the comprehensive values of refuges to society. We discuss some future considerations to integrate these two problems into a single framework by developing novel optimization approaches for dynamic problems that account for uncertainty in future conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
National Wildlife Refuges (NWRs) play an important role in helping social-ecological systems adapt to global-change processes such as climate change, sea-level rise, and changing land use. NWRs constitute a national network of lands and waters owned or leased by the federal government of the United States whose principal mission is conservation of fish, wildlife, plant resources, and their habitats, as well as the provision of recreational opportunities. The challenges imposed by global change are daunting for any conservation organization, and available personnel and fiscal resources for individual refuges are rarely adequate to meet expectations. Thus, it is imperative that scarce conservation resources be used as efficiently as possible as refuge managers and personnel struggle with a mission that has gradually become more difficult. Conservation triage is a term referring to the allocation of scare resources to maximize the effectiveness of conservation (Bottrill et al. 2008). The term is derived from medical crisis management, where limited resources must be allocated to do the most good. We note that conservation triage has sometimes been seen as reflective of a defeatist attitude (Pimm 2000). We argue, however, that conservation triage is a constructive framework with which to make decisions about how to allocate limited resources over spatial, temporal, and organizational scales to best meet conservation objectives. This framework is the basis of traditional ecological-economic models that recognize and incorporate limited budgets when considering actions intended to maximize the net benefit to society.

In 2013 we initiated collaborations among managers and researchers with the intent of helping NWRs make more effective planning and adaptation decisions in response to climate change and other global-change processes. In a complex and uncertain world, good decisions do not guarantee good outcomes, but a systematic decision process, in which decision makers, i.e., managers, and scientists are both engaged in the development of potential solutions to complex problems, should enhance the likelihood of favorable outcomes (Keeney 2004). In pursuing this management-research collaboration, we worked with NWR staff along the Atlantic Coast to understand the problems they face and how decision science might help address them. Our initial focus was on (1) exploring how the managers’ ability to meet their objectives is influenced by the larger social-ecological system in which the NWRs are embedded; (2) understanding how to account for stakeholders’ values, perceptions of trade-offs, and risk tolerance (we define a stakeholder as anyone who has an interest in the outcomes of refuge decisions); and (3) developing decision-analytic tools appropriate for problems with “deep uncertainty,” conflicting values, and multiple decision makers.

Decision analysis has been widely used in business and government decision making, but its application to problems in natural resource conservation has become increasingly common in the last two decades (McFadden et al. 2011). Traditional approaches to decision making, which tend to focus mostly on alternatives and predicted outcomes, can be distinguished from modern methods that emphasize multiple values and the trade-
of the inherent in natural resource management (Gregory et al. 2012). The emphasis on values rather than outcomes helps decision makers and stakeholders understand whether the source of disagreement over policy is related to predicting outcomes or how those outcomes are valued, i.e., subjective preferences. It also helps promote a role for analysts and scientists in conservation decision making as “honest brokers” (Pielke 2007) rather than as advocates for a particular course of action. Multicriteria decision analysis that accounts for outcomes and values is now widely used in conservation and is seen as contributing to better decisions through a formal structuring of decision problems that acknowledges and accommodates conflicts in values among stakeholders (Huang et al. 2011).

We note that an important aspect of the trend toward formal decision analysis in natural resource management has been the increasing application of methods to analyze dynamic decisions, often within an adaptive-management framework (Williams 1989, Possingham 1997). The dynamic management problem involves a temporal sequence of decisions, with the optimal action at each decision point depending on time and/or system state. The goal is to provide managers with a decision rule or strategy that prescribes management actions for each time and system state that are optimal with respect to the decision maker's objective(s). A key consideration in dynamic decisions for natural resource problems is the uncertainty attendant to decision outcomes, which adds to the demographic and environmental variation of stochastic resource changes (Williams and Johnson 2013). Multiple hypotheses and associated models are used to characterize this uncertainty, and comparisons of model predictions with observations from a monitoring program are used to derive model-specific probabilities that indicate model credibility (Walters 1986). Important advances have followed from the recognition that these probabilities are not static, but evolve over time as new observations of system behaviors are accumulated from the management process, thus constituting a formalization of learning. Indeed, the defining characteristic of adaptive management is the attempt to account for the temporal dynamics of uncertainty in making management decisions (Johnson and Williams 2015).

Despite its conceptual appeal, however, the application of decision science to complex, real-world problems can be quite challenging. In formulating, evaluating, and modifying environmental policies, difficult questions arise about how to design processes that nurture and sustain the engagement of stakeholders, scientists, and decision makers, and that enable governing bodies and institutions to promote discourse, transparency, accountability, learning, and a shared stewardship of the environment. Indeed, much of the recent literature in natural resource management focuses on the need for so-called “double-loop” and “triple-loop” learning (Pahl-Wostl 2009), in which extant problem formulations, laws and regulations, institutional norms, and power relationships are called into question and revisited. Part of the difficulty is that many conservation problems involve multiple decision makers, often acting more or less independently in pursuit of their own goals. Add to this complexity the presence of various sources and degrees of uncertainty in outcomes, and it is perhaps easy to understand why some have questioned whether decision science can be successfully applied to such wicked problems (Ludwig 2001). The challenge for our project was to frame coastal resource conservation in a way that promotes a shared understanding of the problem among diverse decision makers; to understand the values and objectives of key stakeholders and to integrate these into the decision-making framework; to understand how key socioeconomic and environmental drivers and outcomes are linked across a range of spatial and temporal scales; and to develop approaches appropriate for coping with deep uncertainty and collective influence the future.

**METHODS**

In an effort to help bridge the research-implementation gap in conservation (Knight et al. 2006, 2008), our team conducted a number of face-to-face meetings with coastal NWRs on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, as well as two workshops involving managers, scientists, and decision analysts. Several of us first visited Alligator River (North Carolina), Cape Romain (South Carolina), Savannah River (South Carolina/Georgia), Lower Suwannee (Florida), and St. Marks (Florida) NWRs during the autumn of 2013. Following these “listening tours,” our team conducted a two-day workshop involving staff from four coastal refuges or refuge complexes: Eastern North Carolina, Cape Romain, Chesapeake Marshlands (Maryland), and Parker River (Massachusetts) NWRs (Fig. 1). The objectives of the two-day workshop were (1) to develop a shared understanding of the adaptation problems faced by coastal refuges and (2) to explore the utility of structured decision making (SDM), a.k.a., decision analysis or decision science, as a methodological approach for addressing these problems.

**Fig. 1.** Map of eastern National Wildlife Refuges (NWRs). Refuges marked are those included in discussions about mitigation and adaptation to global change.
Initially, our focus was on gaining a better understanding of the perspectives of refuge staff and what they see as desired futures and key challenges in dealing with global change processes. In particular, we believed that the issues of identifying conservation objectives and the scales at which they are pursued are central to any systematic analysis of decision making. Using the decision context of a NWR to address these issues proved to be highly relevant and informative given the refuge system’s organizational structure and broad spatial scale, but these matters are germane to many conservation problems. Examples of the scale-related questions that arose during early discussions and the 2-day workshop are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. A selection of key questions identified during planning workshops to support decision making by National Wildlife Refuges. These questions, focused principally on objectives and issues of scale, were used to motivate discussions related to the particulars of establishing an appropriate context for engaging in an effective and systematic decision analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How are local scale (refuge) and broader scale (regional, state, national) refuge objectives defined and to what extent are they coherent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are these objectives static, i.e., limited to the traditional mission of a refuge, or can the refuge mission evolve to reflect changing resources, e.g., disappearing barrier islands, or changing values systems assigned to local or broader scale objectives? What triggers this decision or re-evaluation of objectives and who decides?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are multiple objectives of refuges valued relative to each other, and is there room for negotiation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the mix of local and broad-scale objectives used to make resource allocation decisions at the refuge scale? Is this allocation coordinated in any way across multiple refuges?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the individual refuge the right scale to think about and make resource allocation decisions that address a mix of local and broad-scale conservation objectives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should the refuges (as they exist now and after the realization of a variety of global change scenarios) be thought of as a portfolio of assets that can be managed together, at least to accomplish some broader scale conservation outcomes? If so, how are individual refuge objectives valued relative to collective, broad-scale outcomes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the basis for deciding if it is time to start transitioning from the current mission, or refuge “footprint,” to a new mission, given uncertainty about the trajectory of some of the large-scale drivers, e.g., drought, sea-level rise, or saltwater intrusion, and uncertainty about what future objectives can be achieved?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the two-day workshop, we conducted a week-long Structured Decision Making Workshop at the National Conservation Training Center (NCTC; Shepherdstown, West Virginia, USA). NCTC has pioneered development of a curriculum to help build capacity in applied decision science within the U.S. conservation community (Johnson et al. 2015; http://nctc.fws.gov/courses/programs/decision-analysis/). This development includes both instructor-led courses and hands-on experiential workshops that address real conservation problems. NCTC also has a mentoring program designed to build core competencies in the delivery of decision science and to provide opportunities for in-depth training in applying decision-analytic methods.

SDM (Gregory et al. 2012) is a method for analyzing decisions by breaking them into their essential components and then reassembling them to identify a preferred course of action. The SDM process typically includes eliciting stakeholder values and formulating management objectives, identifying potential management actions, i.e., alternatives, developing relevant system models that predict the outcomes of those actions, selecting an optimization method to identify optimal choices with respect to the objectives, and designing a monitoring program to keep track of the state of the system and evaluate progress (Williams et al. 2002, Skinner 2009, Conroy and Peterson 2013). SDM and adaptive management are grounded in modern decision theory, which provides a rigorous framework for making decisions about the management of complex systems under uncertainty (Williams et al. 2002, Burgman 2005).

We followed general guidelines for the framing of decision problems provided by Keeney (1992), meaning that decision problems are explicitly structured in terms of alternatives, outcomes, and values to identify the management action that is most likely to meet the stated objectives. Decisions involve both predicting outcomes, generally with mathematical models, from alternative actions and valuing those outcomes. Predicting the outcomes of management actions falls under the purview of environmental science, whereas assigning value to those outcomes is the role of the decision maker and, ultimately, of society. This distinction is useful for, among other things, providing guidance on who should be involved with each stage of the decision framing and analysis. Discussions were thus values focused (Keeney 1992) in the sense that the ecological, social, and economic values the refuge supports were recognized as the key to developing and evaluating adaptation choices. Values and objectives were discussed first and drove the rest of the decision analysis. Emphasis was placed on the recognition that “the decision context and the fundamental objectives that frame a decision situation must be compatible” (Keeney 1992:35). In other words, objectives should be sufficient to fully evaluate all the alternatives and alternatives should be sufficient to describe all the various ways in which the objectives could be achieved. This type of approach to decision making focuses on explicit identification of objectives and then development of creative actions to achieve these objectives. This approach differs from the common strategy of starting with a set of obvious alternatives and then evaluating them, often against unspecified or assumed objectives (Keeney 1992).

The NCTC workshop focused on the Cape Romain NWR as a case study. This NWR has been highlighted by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior as an alarming example of the impacts of sea-level rise on the country’s public lands. As expected, two topics dominated workshop discussions: (1) values and objectives and (2) the issue of scale. Questions concerning values and objectives serve as a basis for exploring decision opportunities in addressing the impacts of global change on NWRs. Sometimes identifying the decision problem is obvious.
For example, do we continue to manage this freshwater impoundment with increasing saltwater intrusion? However, in many contexts decision opportunities must be created from identification of one or more concerns, e.g., erosion of barrier islands, and an examination of the values or objectives in play, e.g., the aesthetic or existence value of sea turtles. Because of the many and diverse objectives embraced by coastal NWRs, a large portion of the workshop was devoted to identifying and structuring objectives, with attendant consideration of the issue of scale mismatch between management objectives and the decision context. In particular, there was a focus on both strategic and fundamental objectives and how they shape particular decision contexts (Keeney 1992). By decision context we simply mean the specific nature of the decision, and the set of suitable alternatives to consider, for addressing particular management concerns, e.g., what lands should be prioritized for conservation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The workshops involving scientists, NWR managers, and decision analysts demonstrated that refuge staff and scientists can work together successfully to identify objectives, develop viable and creative management alternatives, predict at least qualitatively the consequences of those alternatives, and identify preferred strategies for the set of traditional objectives being considered by the refuge. A key insight from the NCTC workshop was the realization that an individual refuge’s efforts to meet its conservation mission can be viewed as an opportunity to scale up resource objectives to complement the values of a broader collection of constituents to promote the value of the refuge to society at large. This insight led to an increased understanding of scale issues, the importance of how objectives are specified, and the added complexity of problems with multiple decision makers. The principal challenge is to broaden management objectives to include other ecosystem goods and services that traditionally have not been explicitly considered by refuges in their decisions, e.g., protection of coastlines from storm surge, carbon sequestration, and economic contribution of fin and shellfish nurseries. This broadening of objectives complicates the decision-making process by necessitating the search for additional alternative actions, but it also provides opportunities for collaboration, as well as identifying conflicts, with stakeholders who may have agendas different from those of the refuge.

Effective engagement with stakeholders will be critical to this broader refuge-society collaboration. However, important considerations remain, including (1) identifying the stakeholders with an interest in the outcomes of this project; (2) assessing their current levels of knowledge, interest, and engagement with respect to sea-level rise on coastal refuges; (3) specifying whose objectives should be considered; and (4) predicting the associated effects on management decisions. Resolving these issues could be achieved through a combination of techniques including face-to-face interviews, small group meetings, focus groups, surveys, literature review, media (e.g., print, broadcast, social) analysis, and expert opinion. The assessment would provide the foundation on which to build a stakeholder engagement strategy (e.g., Meadow et al. 2015), as well as baseline information against which to measure progress.

Physical scientists will also need to work closely with social scientists, in particular environmental economists, to help value the provision of ecosystem goods and services under current and future refuge designs. Many management actions that impact the quantity and quality of ecosystem services provided by refuges have benefits and costs whose values accrue outside traditional markets, such as increased flood protection, decreased nutrient cycling, and increased recreational quality for visitors. Nonetheless, these values are critical to understanding how scarce management dollars should be allocated among competing demands. A host of economic valuation tools exists to quantify these nonmarket benefits and costs, such as choice experiments, contingent valuation, hedonic property value models, and recreational demand analysis (Champ et al. 2003, Freeman et al., 2014). Benefits-transfer techniques provide a reasonable and efficient approach to quantify the value of a great many different ecological services (Bergstrom and Taylor 2006).

However stakeholder values are ultimately characterized, refuge staff thus far have articulated a different problem frame and associated scale considerations depending on whether the focus is on the short or long term. The short-term problem focuses on efficient allocation of limited staff time and budgets for management of existing programs and resources under the current refuge design. Acknowledged as a near-term solution, refuge managers must make informed resource-allocation decisions to minimize loss in the capacity to meet the refuge mission within the current refuge footprint. Impacts of global change processes like sea-level rise are contributing to this decline. Assessment of the impacts of alternative management actions on achieving these goals are implemented largely at the refuge level, constrained by an annual operating budget; i.e., objectives are primarily determined by local refuge leadership, although possibly informed by stakeholder input.

Over the long term, refuge managers recognize that impacts from global-change processes will continue to erode their ability to achieve social and ecological values derived from the existing refuge configuration. Ultimately, refuge managers must decide when and where to acquire or protect new habitat to supplement or replace the existing refuge footprint and sustain refuge values as the system evolves over time. Creating and implementing a strategy for expanding refuge capacity to sustain the refuge mission are likely to involve capital-allocation decisions out of the direct control of the staff of an individual refuge. Because of the disparity between federal funding for land acquisition and the high market prices for coastal properties, it is unrealistic to expect that a major refuge expansion could be accomplished solely through fee-simple land purchase using federal funds. Therefore, efforts to expand refuges to meet these changing needs will require creative problem solving, including the creation of partnerships and the identification of a set of common objectives and funding sources that the partners, including the refuge, are willing to bring to bear in a collaborative manner.

The theme common to both the short- and long-term problems is the desire to minimize the cumulative loss of value over time as conditions change in the refuge and surrounding landscape. However, each time frame suggests a unique set of alternatives to represent differences in decision context, the identity of the decision maker(s), and spatial, temporal, and governance scales of the decision problem. For example, the decision context of the short-term resource allocation problem is limited to the set of
management activities that can be implemented on existing refuge lands, plus partnership building, with decision-making authority principally residing at the individual refuge level. This context helps to define the spatial and governance scales, while the temporal scale may reflect short-term planning (e.g., 10- to 15-year Comprehensive Conservation Plans; National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act 1997) or budgetary cycles. The long-term expansion plan or reserve-design problem will need to include broader scales. Needed is an expanded but explicit spatial scale (i.e., beyond the current refuge boundary but constrained to evaluate a reasonable set of alternative refuge designs) that accounts for more complex governance structures (e.g., multiple decision makers and their values, laws, and institutional policies) and takes into consideration a longer planning horizon (e.g., multidecadal).

There is interest in combining both short-term and long-term decision-making problems into a common analytical framework. For example, a decision maker might be faced with the problem of allocating varying resources to adaptive (e.g., relocation) or defensive (e.g., protection of an existing investment) actions via a management portfolio. Both actions incur an immediate cost, but defensive actions have an immediate payoff and may depreciate at an unknown rate, whereas the payoff of adaptation actions occurs in the future and, therefore, may be subject to temporal discounting. As global change proceeds, how should the investment mix of the portfolio change over time to maximize the temporal sum of returns? What if the decision maker is highly uncertain about how fast and how much the environment will change? Modern portfolio theory, which is based on the idea that both the expected return and the probability of deviation from the expectation (i.e., risk) are important (Ando and Mallory 2012, Hoekstra 2012), might provide a useful analytical framework. A portfolio diversifies risk onto a variety of assets, making it less sensitive to deviations in expectations. Key elements are the expected return of individual assets, their deviations (uncertainty), and the correlation in expected returns among assets. Low or even negative correlation among assets reduces risk. We suggest a useful analytical framework is that provided by Marinoni et al. (2011). What is missing from their approach is the fact that asset allocation can change over time; i.e., asset allocation can be dynamic. In particular, returns will depend on both current and future conditions, and although current conditions are known, future conditions are uncertain. In a dynamic setting, risk decreases as the future is realized, i.e., becomes more certain.

A productive line of inquiry would be to determine how to optimize a state/time-specific portfolio in response to changing system state and to our understanding of how that state may change in the future, i.e., adaptive portfolio optimization. For example, this approach might be demonstrated using investment decisions in tidal wetlands. Tidal wetlands and associated submerged aquatic plant beds are important spawning nurseries and shelter areas for fish and shellfish, including commercially important species like the blue crab (*Callinectes sapidus*). Investment decisions over time to maintain tidal wetlands and their associated benefits might include barrier-island renourishment, repairing impoundment levees, deepening freshwater wells, plugging ditches, installing or repairing water control structures, securing new property upslope, building new impoundments, raising wetlands (dredge and fill), or purchasing rolling easements. We would expect the portfolio of assets, i.e., management actions, to change over time as both the future and our understanding of the consequences of actions became more certain. This is the essence of adaptive management (Johnson and Williams 2015).

Another avenue for integrating short-term resource-allocation decisions with long-term reserve-design planning may be to include a full complement of possible alternatives in the time-space sequence of policy selection. Just as we view currently unprotected parcels as potentially contributing value to any of several objectives, we might also consider that the existing NWR comprises similarly defined spatial units, i.e., distinguished by resource type such as wetland, impoundment, or forest. Building on the concepts outlined above, the time-specific treatment of a dynamic reserve-design problem could include (1) alternative mechanisms used to conserve currently unprotected parcels (e.g., purchase, easement, none); (2) parcel-specific management options for land units within the current refuge footprint that account for predicted changes and benefits over time; and (3) decisions to divest from currently owned or managed refuge parcels and redirect the resources (time, money) gained to those actions inside or outside the refuge evaluated as having a greater cumulative benefit over the planning horizon. An approximate analogy exists for the static reserve-design problem (e.g., Watts et al. 2009), but we are unaware of any attempt to develop a dynamic solution that includes multiple classes of alternatives, as well as the ability to consider both investment and divestment decisions. Such an algorithm would constitute a significant advance in decision tools for conservation application by representing more realistically the complete set of management alternatives commonly available to decision makers, as opposed to treating decision problems separately and then integrating them as a subsequent step.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Refuge resource-allocation decisions are often complicated by a mismatch between the scale of environmental variation (processes) and the spatial and temporal scale at which management actions can influence the attainment of refuge objectives (Iguchi 2011). A significant number of the challenges and, presumably, failures in natural resource management are attributable to poor understanding of and response to the interaction of social-ecological processes across scales and levels (Cumming et al. 2006, Cumming and Norberg 2008, Guerrero et al. 2013). Throughout our workshops, refuge managers emphasized to us that they have limited control, authority, and resources to fully realize conservation objectives for wide-ranging migratory species that may only spend a portion of their lifecycles in refuge habitats and whose migratory paths may eventually be altered by changing climate and habitats. Although the governance structure of the regional NWRs may result in an appropriate matching of scales for some decisions (e.g., resource allocation at the regional or flyway scale), many decisions are made at the refuge level for which the likelihood of scale mismatch is increased (e.g., desiring to ensure adequate breeding habitat for sea turtles but, because of beach and barrier island erosion, lacking the operational capacity to maintain sufficient habitat). NWRs face a considerable challenge in defining achievable yet meaningful objectives while at the same time expanding the scale...
of the decision context by considering a broader set of stakeholders and expressing the significance of the refuge in terms that engender wide societal support.

Although partnerships are an important component of current refuge operation and sustainability, partnerships with, and public support from, other decision makers and stakeholders are critical for any expansion of a refuge. Examples of the kinds of actors whose interests and decisions may directly or indirectly influence the outcomes for fundamental resource objectives include commercial fishers, large private or public landowners, nongovernmental organizations, public agencies that enforce state or federal laws/ regulations that affect habitat, Friends of the Refuge groups, volunteers, state/federal departments of transportation, local and county governments, and small businesses such as lodging and restaurant owners who benefit from ecotourism. Decisions and actions by these actors may influence the availability of habitat in a positive or negative way. Thus, broad-based political support is a crucial component for implementation of any expansion plan, regardless of the availability of land and willingness of potential sellers. Engendering support will likely be most effective if the objectives of these decision makers are also considered when quantifying the value of the refuge or refuge system. This understanding presents an opportunity to reframe the metrics used for appraising the value of the refuge and incorporating these expanded metrics and values in the decision framework; i.e., scaling the evaluation of benefits to match the decision context of a broader set of stakeholders whose interests are focused on those goods and services that meet greater public benefit.

Griffith et al. (2009) pointed out the overwhelming challenges that climate and other global-change processes present to NWRs and highlighted the need for better communication and collaboration among managers, scientists, and the broader public that is interested in the societal values provided by refuges. More pointedly, Iguchi (2011) described how climate change will render some refuge purposes obsolete and how conflicts among the purpose of an individual refuge, the various purposes of other refuges in the system, and the broad statutory mission of the NWR system are likely to increase. It now seems likely that refuge governance and institutional arrangements will have to adapt in significant ways if the ecosystem goods and services offered by refuges are to persist in the face of global change. Although we believe that application of decision science can certainly help refuges make better adaptation decisions (Table 2), perhaps its most enduring contribution will be in its capacity to motivate managers to periodically re-examine their purposes and rules of operation. This critical self-examination is usually precipitated by the recognition that current operating premises and protocols are inadequate to address emerging ecological or sociological issues (Pahl-Wostl 2009). This type of social learning is difficult because institutions have to acknowledge deficiencies in their processes and policies, and because the search for solutions usually involves conflict. However, we believe that working closely with individual refuges to structure their decision problems in terms of choices, outcomes, and values can best help motivate and organize this larger discussion.

Table 2. Key lessons learned in applying decision science to address global change on National Wildlife Refuges.

Use a values-based approach: Application of decision science provides an effective antidote for the conflation of science and policy, the failure to distinguish between the potential consequences of decisions and how those consequences are valued, that is common in complex environmental issues. Importantly, the distinction provides well-defined roles for policy makers and scientists in a collaborative decision-making process, and it provides scientists the opportunity to be viewed as honest brokers rather than as advocates. A close collaboration of scientists and decision makers can then help guarantee that a problem is bounded and analytically tractable, and can ensure that predicted consequences of alternative actions are formulated in terms that are relevant to the decision makers’ objectives.

Objectives and alternative actions must be compatible: The suite of alternative actions (choices) should be sufficient to describe all the various ways in which the objectives could be achieved, and the objectives should be sufficient to fully evaluate all of the alternatives (Keeney 1992). In so doing, scale mismatches, in which the scale of the perceived problem is not matched by the decision maker’s ability to address it, can be highlighted. In those cases, decision makers can choose to either scale down by developing objectives that are attainable within the decision maker’s authority, or scale up by broadening the objectives and alternative actions by working with other decision makers on a shared agenda. Key to the latter approach will be the development of a stakeholder-engagement strategy designed to identify those with an interest in the problem, to assess their level of knowledge and interest, and to explore acceptable trade-offs in values.

Time is of the essence: Decisions must be made in spite of uncertainty, and decisions made in the present will influence those made in the future. In the face of global change, decision makers can make investments with immediate (and more certain) benefits or choose to invest in an uncertain future in which the payoff (if any) is deferred. A diverse portfolio of short and long-term investments that changes through time can provide resiliency, in much the same way it does in personal investment. We suggest that a decision-analytic approach to adaptive management (Johnson and Williams 2015) can be used to guide how the portfolio should be managed over time as the future becomes more certain.

Successful adaptation to global change depends critically on social learning: Global change will render the purposes of some conservation areas obsolete, and managers may come to recognize that current operating premises and protocols are inadequate to address emerging threats. The application of decision science, in which extant problem formulations, laws and regulations, institutional norms, and power relationships are exposed, can help uncover deficiencies and foster the search for novel solutions.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/7986
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